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In this article I discuss the persistence of non-standard past tense forms in traditional and modern dialect data in the face of strong prescriptive norms against such non-standard forms. Past tense forms like she drunk or they sung are still encountered frequently, although prescriptive grammars have militated against such usage for over a century, as a detailed investigation of nineteenth-century grammar books can show. I will argue that an increasing insistence especially by British nineteenth-century grammarians on distinct paradigm forms like drink – drank – drunk is based on a (mistaken) Latin ideal and that it has not carried much weight with the ‘average’ speaker for functional reasons: non-standard forms in <u> can be functionally motivated and are more ‘natural’ past tense forms in the sense of Wurzel (1984).

1 Introduction

Honey, I shrunk the kids – the title of an American blockbuster film – left at least some speakers of English doubting: shouldn’t it be shrunk, or is shrunk also quite acceptable? Is shrunk perhaps a typically American form, or is it simply ‘wrong’? This small example raises several interesting questions: who determines what is ‘correct’ in English, have these norms changed over time, and do ‘normal’ speakers adhere to these norms? If they do not, what possible reasons are there?

In standard English today, we can observe two groups of verbs that on the one hand are very similar, yet on the other hand form their past tenses in a distinct way. The larger of these groups consists of the verbs cling, dig, fling, hang, sling, slink, spin, stick, sting, strike, string, swing, win and wring; they form their past tense and past participle identically by way of vowel change to <u> (i.e. sling – slung – slung; strike – struck – struck). Since Joan Bybee has worked extensively on the pattern of these verbs (e.g. Bybee 1995; Bybee & Moder 1983), I have called this group ‘Bybee verbs’ (with Joan Bybee’s permission).

The second group is slightly smaller and consists of begin, drink, ring, shrink, sing, sink, spring, stink and swim. It is only in this second group of verbs that we can find interesting variation, and for this reason only this smaller group of verbs will be investigated in detail here. In standard English these nine verbs have past tense forms in <a> and past participles in <u>, resulting in three-part paradigms like sing – sang – sung or begin – began – begun where past tense and past participle are clearly distinct. However, even in standard English today we can observe some fluctuation between two different past tense forms, as the film title above indicates, and different dictionaries permit this fluctuation in different verbs, as table 1 shows.
Table 1. *<u>* – *<a>* variation in past tense verbs in a selection of dictionaries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ring</td>
<td>rang, (rare) rung</td>
<td>shrank or shrunk</td>
<td>shrank or shrunk</td>
<td>shrank, shrunk</td>
<td>shrank, shrunk (AmE)</td>
<td>shrank, shrunk (AmE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shrink</td>
<td>shrank</td>
<td>shrank</td>
<td>shrank</td>
<td>shrank, shrunk</td>
<td>shrank, shrunk (AmE)</td>
<td>shrank, shrunk (AmE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sing</td>
<td>sang, sung</td>
<td>sank, sunk</td>
<td>sank or sunk</td>
<td>sank, sunk (less frequent)</td>
<td>sank, sunk (AmE)</td>
<td>sank, sunk (AmE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sink</td>
<td>sunk</td>
<td>sunk</td>
<td>sunk</td>
<td>sunk</td>
<td>sunk</td>
<td>sunk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spin</td>
<td>spun, spin</td>
<td>sprang or sprung</td>
<td>sprang or sprung</td>
<td>sprang (NAmE also sprung)</td>
<td>sprang (also sprung AmE)</td>
<td>sprang (also sprung AmE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spring</td>
<td>spun, sprang</td>
<td>sprang, sprung</td>
<td>sprang or sprung</td>
<td>sprang (NAmE also sprung)</td>
<td>sprang (also sprung AmE)</td>
<td>sprang (also sprung AmE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stink</td>
<td>6–9 stunk, 8-stank*</td>
<td>stank or stunk</td>
<td>stank or stunk</td>
<td>stank, stunk</td>
<td>stank (US also stunk)</td>
<td>stank, stunk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>swing</td>
<td>swung, rarely swang</td>
<td>swung</td>
<td>swung</td>
<td>swung</td>
<td>swung</td>
<td>swung</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Note: in contrast to all other verbs, the *OED* does not give the past tense/past participle forms for *stink* as a paradigm (s.v. *stink* v.). The information on possible variability of this verb can therefore only be gleaned from the historical overview. 6–9 stands for 1600–1900, 8- for 1800 until now (or more precisely, the time of compilation). This might be an argument for a slight preference for *stank*, since it is explicitly marked as the current form, in contrast to *stunk*. 
The *OED*, documenting (written) usage up to the end of the nineteenth century, has seven variable past tense forms; *Collins English Dictionary*, published roughly a century later and aimed at the domestic (British) market, lists four (three of which are identical to the *OED*), whereas the five large dictionaries specifically targeted at advanced learners (*Cambridge, Collins, Longman, Macmillan, Oxford*, all published in the first decade of the new millennium), have between four and no variable verbs (the four are *stank/stunk, shrunk/shrunk, sunk/sunk* and *sprang/sprung*). Most dictionaries do not comment on this variability; and the few regional labels that are used do not coincide. Thus *Longman* notes ‘AmE’ for three of these verbs (notably not *stunk*), *Cambridge* only notes *stunk* as a ‘US’ form, and *Oxford* only designates *sprung* as being ‘also NAmE’, but none of the other three verbs. *Collins COBUILD* does not cite any variation, which is particularly striking if we compare this to the earlier publication from the same publishing house from 1986. None of the dictionaries indicate on which basis the regional labels have been ascribed.

It is perhaps not surprising that in my investigation of British non-standard verb paradigms, this fluctuation also constitutes one of the most persistent patterns in the verb morphology of traditional British dialects (Anderwald 2009). There are historical developments that can elucidate this variability diachronically, as section 3 details. A look at nineteenth-century grammars (with the help of the new resource of the *Corpus of Nineteenth-Century Grammars* (CNG)) in section 4 sheds light on the relatively recent historical process of standardization for these verb forms. A chronological analysis of these grammars shows that especially during that century, permitted variability is slowly reduced in favour of forms in *<a>* (i.e. past tense *drunk, sung, swum*) constitute ‘good’ past tense forms in the sense of Natural Morphology, and for this reason are able to withstand more artificial normative forces.

2 Past tense *drunk, sung, rung*, etc. in traditional British dialects

2.1 FRED

In order to investigate the use of *<a>* vs *<u>* forms of these verbs in traditional British dialect speakers, the *Freiburg English Dialect Corpus* (FRED) was employed. FRED consists of traditional dialect data by speakers mainly born before 1920 from across Great Britain. It was compiled with the aim of making possible – for the first time – quantitative comparisons across dialects. The corpus comprises over 2.4 million words (excluding interviewers’ utterances) from all the major British dialect regions.1 It is

---

1 FRED was compiled at the University of Freiburg under the direction of Bernd Kortmann between 1999 and 2005. For a detailed breakdown of speaker profiles, regions, etc. see Anderwald & Wagner (2007) or consult the
Table 2. ‘New’ Bybee verbs in FRED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>nStE</th>
<th>StE</th>
<th>sum</th>
<th>% of nSt forms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sink</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drink</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ring</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>44.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sing</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>38.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>begin</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>Ø 41.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ø = average

clear, however, that even in a large corpus like FRED, not all medium-frequency verbs mentioned above will appear in sufficient quantities. For this reason, only the results for the more frequent begin, sing, drink, ring and sink are discussed in this section.

2.2 New Bybee verbs in FRED

For the investigation, all instances of past tense forms of the five verbs begin, sing, drink, ring and sink were collected from all dialect areas. They were classified as being standard or non-standard (began vs begun), and whether they had a singular or plural subject (I begun vs we begun). All instances of the participle (which is even rarer) as well as – some few – unclear instances are excluded in the following discussion. Some examples are provided in (1) to (5).

(1) We used to work long hours haying time, work at night till it begun to get dark, and that, and the hay begun to get dark with the dew. (FRED KEN 011) (Kent, South East)
(2) I heard a Gospel group singing. They sung The Rugged Cross, and they sung some more, more hymns. (FRED LAN 006) (Lancashire, North)
(3) He never drunk much. (FRED CON 001) (Cornwall, South West)
(4) I rung him up and told him. (FRED NTT 003) (Nottinghamshire, Midlands)
(5) Now the Ocean people had the selling rights of that pit see, and the Powell Duffryn sunk it see, that is what happened. (FRED GLA 002) (Glamorgan, Wales)

In contrast to many other verbs, which only appear rather sporadically in non-standard forms, these new Bybee verbs are highly frequent in their non-standard forms, as table 2 indicates.

Figures from FRED show that these non-standard forms are on average used in over 40 per cent of all cases; this means that they are frequently the dominant option for these verbs for speakers of traditional British dialects. There are several possible reasons for this phenomenon. Traditional dialects are presumably quite conservative in nature, and the situation we find today could simply constitute the preservation of an earlier stage of the language. On the other hand, dialects have always been assumed to

project home page on www.anglistik.uni-freiburg.de/institut/lskortmann/FRED, where sample texts and audio files are also available.
be relatively free from the pressures of standardization, and in this way they could be assumed to continue more ‘natural’ tendencies of the language and perhaps be more progressive than a fixed standard.

In order to determine the cause of the strong presence of $<u>$ forms in these verbs, as a first step their history will be investigated.

3 History

3.1 Old English verb classes

Both verb groups mentioned above (i.e. cling, slink, win as well as drink, swim, sing) belonged to the Old English verb class IIIa (see also Esser 1988; classification follows Krygier 1994). This verb class is characterized by the fact that its members had two quite different preterite stems, which seems to have been responsible for their different historical development as well as century-long variation: the preterite I stem (i.e. used for the first- and third-person singular past tense forms) was generally formed with $<a>$, whereas the preterite II stem (used for the second-person singular as well as the plural past tense forms which, in these verbs, is identical to the vowel found in the participle) was formed with $<u>$. A typical Old English paradigm for these verbs is exemplified by drink in (6).

(6) drincan – dranc, druncon – druncen

During Middle English, when inflectional endings were progressively lost, the difference between past tense singular and past tense plural forms became increasingly obscured and, probably as a consequence, past tense forms for these verbs became variable between $<a>$ and $<u>$. In the North, typically the singular $<a>$ stem was chosen as the past tense marker (Wyld coined the term ‘Northern preterite’ for this phenomenon; see Wyld 1927: 268), resulting in general past tense forms in $<a>$ while the participle remained in $<u>$. Görlach also notes this kind of levelling as far north as Scots: ‘in some contrast to English, Scots almost invariably chose the former singular as the base form for the preterite – where there was a choice’ (Görlach 1996: 168–9). In western England, on the other hand, the ‘Western preterite’ used the plural stem vowel $<u>$ to level the past tense paradigm (Wyld 1927: 268); according to Lass, ‘this begins to appear as a minority variant in the fourteenth century, and stabilizes for many verbs only in the period EB3 [i.e. 1640–1710] and later’ (Lass 1994: 88).

Although Wyld claims that ‘the dialects of the S[ou]th and Midlands preserve, on the whole, the distinction between the Singular and Plural of the Pret[erite], where this existed in O.E., with fair completeness during the whole M.E. and into the Modern Period’ (Wyld 1927: 268–9), both patterns seem to have spread geographically across the country, and were either dominant in different verbs, or indeed in direct competition. With standardization and concomitant codification of verb paradigms from Early Modern English onwards, the former coherent verb class IIIa was thus essentially split between those verbs displaying the Western preterite (e.g. string – strung – strung),
Table 3. *Singular and plural subjects of new Bybee verbs;* figures are percentages for each spelling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SG+StE &lt;a&gt;</th>
<th>PL+&lt;a&gt;</th>
<th>SG+ nStE &lt;u&gt;</th>
<th>PL+&lt;u&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘ideal’</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drink</td>
<td>72.2</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>44.4</td>
<td>55.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>begin</td>
<td>48.8</td>
<td>51.2</td>
<td>41.7</td>
<td>58.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sink</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>71.4</td>
<td>42.3</td>
<td>57.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ring</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>85.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sing</td>
<td>46.2</td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td>81.3</td>
<td>18.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

today the majority pattern (our ‘Bybee verbs’), and those following the Northern preterite pattern, resulting in a three-part paradigm today (*drink – drank – drunk*).

Considering this long-standing variation, it is perhaps not surprising to find that even today in non-standard dialects, these three-part verbs (e.g. StE *drink – drank – drunk*) show a very strong trend towards merging with two-part verbs, replacing the StE past tense *drank* with *drunk*, as we have seen in data from FRED. This results in a partially levelled paradigm *drink – drunk* – *drunk*, as also noted by Bybee (e.g. Bybee 1995; Bybee & Moder 1983). Historical continuity in this sense is certainly a first factor that plays a role in the persistence of these verb forms.

3.2 Singular vs plural

Since variation between forms in <a> and forms in <u> was originally determined by number, it is conceivable that reflexes of this old constraint could still be observed today. In order to test this possibility, all occurrences of past tense *begun*, *drunk*, *sung*, *sunk* and *rung* in FRED were coded for their subject number. Results are displayed in table 3.

As the figures indicate, only *drank* vs *drunk* and *began* vs *begun* behave in the expected way: *drank* has a higher percentage of singular referents than *drunk*, as might be expected from the Old English distinction, while the difference between *began* and *begun* is much smaller. For all other verbs, this trend is skewed in exactly the opposite direction. This opposite trend is strongest for *sing*, but is also quite noticeable for *ring* and *sink*. Despite appearances, however, none of these differences are statistically significant.\(^2\) Whether the subject of a past tense form is in the singular or the plural, then, clearly does not determine today whether the form of the verb takes <a> or <u> for the past tense. This old distinction seems to have given way to truly levelled forms in the dialects today.

3.3 Past tense drunk etc. in historical sources

3.3.1 Past tense drunk etc. in historical corpora

Lass (1994) has investigated the diachronic development of some of our verbs on the basis of the *Helsinki Corpus of English* (HC, see Kytö 1991). As Lass has noted,

\(^2\) Calculated on the raw figures for a 2 × 2 table in each case, with df = 1.
for some verbs variation must have continued beyond Early Modern times (the last period included in the HC). From the established literature, it is not quite clear when this variation ended in written English, but it is quite striking that in written sources, variation after Early Modern English is extremely difficult to trace. As lexical verbs with quite specific semantics these verbs span frequency bands from the medium-frequent (drink, begin) to the quite rare (slink, spring), and for this reason are only relatively rarely encountered in their past tense forms in the historical corpora available to date. As an example, even for drink, one of the more frequent of these verbs, in the Helsinki Corpus there is only a single instance of a past tense form in <u>, drunk, outside Old English; in ARCHER 1 (Biber, Finegan & Atkinson 1994), we also find only one example, namely from the period 1700–50 (as opposed to 41 instances of drank).

The situation is a little different for sink. Here we can observe a switch-over pattern where sunk appears as the regular form until the beginning of the nineteenth century; sank then takes over and seems to become obligatory in its turn. In all cases, however, these claims are based on very low absolute figures and can therefore be pointers in one direction at best.

For sing, both sang and sung were still noted as the regular past tense forms by the OED (at the end of the nineteenth century). However, absolute figures for sing are so low that a diachronic comparison in the material that is available to date is unrevealing, and the situation is largely similar for ring.

From the historical corpus material available we cannot really deduce whether standardization had already set in for these verb forms, and if so, in which direction standardization proceeded for the individual verbs; or whether the written sources simply mask variability in spoken usage. For this reason, it might be revealing to investigate changing attitudes (if any) in prescriptive sources of the time. Since the little material there is indicates that interesting things were happening, or were continuing to happen, in the nineteenth century, I have investigated how nineteenth-century grammars dealt with this problematic area of variability in grammar.

This investigation in no way implies that ordinary dialect speakers were influenced directly by the attempts of grammarians to standardize these verb forms. In fact, as the persistence of extreme variability shows, ordinary speakers up to today are clearly not influenced by prescriptive norms in the area of past tense verbs (in fact some dialectologists, like Peter Trudgill (p.c. 25 June 2010), argue that prescription has no effect on spoken language whatsoever). On the other hand, it is only in a very small subclass of these verbs (a maximum of five, as the overview in section 1 has shown) that today the self-proclaimed authorities (authors of grammar books and – mostly anonymous – dictionary compilers) do not agree on one verb form as ‘correct’. It is striking, then, that we should find almost complete agreement among prescriptivists on the ‘correct’ paradigms for most of these verbs today, as well as very little variation in the written language, but massive variation in the spoken language. We have basically answered the question where this variability in the spoken language comes from historically. We will now take the complementary perspective and ask,
where does the widespread agreement in prescriptive sources (and, perhaps following from this, in written sources) come from, and how has it evolved over time? In other words, what the next paragraphs investigate is the abstract process of standardization itself, made concrete by exemplifying it with (a selected number of) irregular verbs. This is not to imply that spoken language changed with these prescriptions – indeed my main point is that ordinary language use has been, and probably still is, quite immune to these pressures from standardization, and I will support my argument with functional reasons.

3.3.2 The Corpus of Nineteenth-Century Grammars (CNG)
The *Corpus of Nineteenth-Century Grammars* (CNG) at the time of writing consisted of 70 grammar books published during the nineteenth century written for school or home use; 40 were published in Great Britain, 30 in the United States. They span the usual range from school grammars to more scholarly works that can already be found for eighteenth-century grammars (see in particular contributions in Tieken-Boon van Ostade 2008), and in many cases these grammars continue traditions already established a century before.\(^3\) In order to compile an electronically readable corpus, the internet was searched for all full-text grammar books from the nineteenth century. (This search is repeated periodically, and the CNG has been growing in fits and starts as a result.) As most grammar books (then as now) contain a list of irregular verbs, the results can be quite easily compared across grammars. Possible variation can then be correlated with the publication dates.\(^4\) Since British grammars were widely in circulation also in the US, we are probably justified in considering them together to get a first overview of diachronic developments in this area of prescriptive grammar writing. In a second step, it is also possible to trace developments for British and American grammars separately. Since one of the suspicions was that *shrunk* might be a peculiarly American form, we shall follow up this suggestion in the next section. In order to put nineteenth-century grammars in context, some grammars from the end of the eighteenth century were added. In particular, these are Murray’s influential *English grammar*, but also Priestley’s grammar of the same title. In this way, it becomes clear where nineteenth-century grammarians continue a tradition of grammar writing, and where they depart from it. The inclusion of these earlier grammars is also justified by the fact that they continued to be read (and printed) widely; in fact they were republished regularly well into the first half of the nineteenth century, or even beyond. Besides, many nineteenth-century grammar writers took Murray as a model and either followed him unquestioningly, or discussed him critically. In both cases, including these

---

\(^3\) The CNG might look at first glance quite similar to the Eighteenth-Century English Grammars project, Rodríguez-Gil & Yáñez-Bouza (forthcoming). Apart from the fact that my corpus does not contain a sophisticated database infrastructure yet, my main interest lies in the content contained in the actual texts of the grammar books, rather than in information about the grammars (and grammar writers). For this reason it is essential that the complete texts are available, and poor-quality scans or incomplete scans have been discarded.

\(^4\) As of February 2010 at http://books.google.com/. Results were in all cases compared against Görlach (1998). In case of later reprints, the year of the first edition was taken (where available). A full list can be found in the Appendix.
important sources seems justified. These eighteenth-century grammars are however not included in the overview count given above.

3.3.3 New Bybee verbs in the CNG

Before we begin a detailed investigation of individual variable verbs, it is worth mentioning that most grammars concur on a large number of verbs and do not record any, or hardly any, disagreement. Of the 23 verbs under investigation, only 11 show notable variation.5 These are the verbs ring, shrink, sing, sink, sling, slink, spin, spring, stink, swing and swim. If we compare comments on these verbs, they fall into several groups. In order to understand the following diagrams, a few words on the procedure are in order. The full text versions of the grammars were manually searched for the almost obligatory overview tables of irregular verbs. A typical example (one page of eleven) is given in figure 1.

The paradigms for the 23 verbs under investigation were copied to a spreadsheet and underwent further manipulation. All additional comments and footnotes were also copied. The paradigms were then coded for whether a past tense form in <a> or in <u> was prescribed or, indeed, if both forms were allowed. For reasons of pure convenience, numerical codes were chosen. In particular, <a>-forms were coded as ‘1’, variable forms as ‘2’, and <u>-forms as ‘3’, although any other numbers would have served the same purposes. A linear regression was computed in each case and is added as a straight line in the diagrams. The question whether regular forms (i.e. in <ed>) are also allowed or recommended will not be discussed here. In the comparison of the following diagrams it is important to remember that the x-axis is a temporal axis. Several grammars published in the same year proclaiming the same verdict will therefore appear as overlaying marks on top of each other. Any other arrangement would have seriously distorted the time line, since – as will become readily apparent – grammars cluster around certain publication dates and this clustering is in this way preserved in the diagrams.

Of all these verbs, the verb shrink seems to have undergone the most striking development. Figure 2 clearly shows that the past tense form shrunk is noted throughout the century, but is particularly frequent in grammar books until c. 1838. Variable forms are also mentioned throughout the century but become more numerous after 1830, virtually taking over from forms in <u>. Forms in <a> are only found after 1825 or so and continue into the second half of the nineteenth century, although they are not nearly as frequent as variable forms. The impression of a diachronic change in prescriptive pronouncements is supported by the regression line: it slopes to a point beneath the ‘2’ line, indicating this striking shift in verdicts from shrunk to shrank.

As one can see in figure 3, this pattern is essentially caused by the British grammars contained in the CNG. If we subdivide grammars into British and American ones, the

5 No variation was found for dig, stick, strike, win and wring. One dissenting voice was encountered in the paradigms for cling, fling, hang. Two authors did not agree on begin and sting, and three had different opinions on drink and string. Since a minority option of three (in a collection of over seventy) could not be meaningfully related to a diachronic development, these verbs are excluded from the following discussion.
pattern for the British grammars remains essentially the same as the overall picture in figure 2. We can therefore say that British grammars are largely responsible for the pattern in figure 2. American grammars, on the other hand, do not in a single case prescribe *shrank* as the only permissible form, as shown in figure 4. What we can observe, however, is that from 1830 onwards variable forms become acceptable. Whereas in British grammars we have a switch-over pattern from forms in \(<u>\) to forms in \(<a>\) as the solely acceptable past tense forms, in American grammars this prescriptive change is much milder and only extends to an increasing permissibility of variation. In other words, past tense forms in \(<a>\) become more acceptable over the

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Preterite</th>
<th>Perf. Participle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slide</td>
<td>Slid</td>
<td>Slidden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sling</td>
<td>Slang, or Slung</td>
<td>Slung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slink</td>
<td>Slank, or Slunk</td>
<td>Slunk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slit</td>
<td>Slit R</td>
<td>Slit, or Slitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smite</td>
<td>Smote</td>
<td>Smitten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sow</td>
<td>Sowed</td>
<td>Sown R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speak</td>
<td>Spoke, or Spake</td>
<td>Spoken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>Sped</td>
<td>Sped</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spend</td>
<td>Spent</td>
<td>Spent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spill</td>
<td>Spilt R</td>
<td>Spilt R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin</td>
<td>Spun, or Span</td>
<td>Spun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spit</td>
<td>Spat, or Spit</td>
<td>Spitten, or Spit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Split</td>
<td>Split, or Splitted</td>
<td>Split, Splitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spread</td>
<td>Spread</td>
<td>Spread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>Sprang, or Sprung</td>
<td>Sprung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stand</td>
<td>Stood</td>
<td>Stood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steal</td>
<td>Stole</td>
<td>Stolen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stick</td>
<td>Stuck</td>
<td>Stuck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sting</td>
<td>Stung</td>
<td>Stung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stink</td>
<td>Stank, or Stunk</td>
<td>Stunk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stride</td>
<td>Strode, or Strid</td>
<td>Stridden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strike</td>
<td>Struck</td>
<td>Struck, or Stricken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>String</td>
<td>Strung</td>
<td>Strung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strive</td>
<td>Strove</td>
<td>Striven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strew, or Strewed, or }</td>
<td>Strown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strow</td>
<td>Strowe, or Strown</td>
<td>Strown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swear</td>
<td>Swore, or Swear</td>
<td>Sworn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweat</td>
<td>Sweat</td>
<td>Sweat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Figure 1. Typical table of irregular verb paradigms, Crombie 1809
course of the nineteenth century in American grammars, but – in contrast to British grammars – are never cited as the only correct forms.

In a way similar to *shrink*, but with a development that is not quite so pronounced, we find the verbs *swing*, *sling*, *slink* – all verbs where present-day grammars agree that they form their past tense with *<u>*. During the nineteenth century, grammarians
still varied in their pronouncements, and overall we can even observe a trend away from <u>, towards allowing variable forms. Exemplarily this is illustrated for the verb *swing*. However, it is also notable that the trend is much weaker than for *shrink*. *Swung* clearly remains the majority option in grammar books throughout the nineteenth century (see figure 5).

If we compare British and American sources, we see striking differences again (figures 6 and 7). Whereas some grammarians prescribe forms in <a>, and some allow both forms in <a> and in <u>, American grammarians are unanimous in allowing only *swung*. Again, this picture is basically the same for *sling*. *Slink* patterns much like *shrink* above, in that in American grammars we can observe a switch around the middle of the century towards variable forms.

Quite in contrast to the data on *shrink*, the four verbs *ring*, *swim*, *sing* and *spring* never, or almost never, appear in these nineteenth-century grammars with past tense forms in only <u>. Instead, past tense forms are cited as variable at the beginning of the century, and are increasingly prescribed as forms in <a> from c. 1810 onwards, though many grammarians continue to give variable forms, as figure 8 demonstrates exemplarily for *rang vs rung*. The chronological development is so similar for *swim*, *sing* and *spring*, although grammars do not always treat all four verbs identically, that further lexeme-specific diagrams can be dispensed with here. In all cases, the linear regression clearly indicates the trend away from variation, towards forms in <a>.

Strikingly, in all four lexemes this development again mirrors the development in British grammars only (figure 9). In contrast, in all four cases, American grammars
Past tense *swang* vs *swung*

1=⟨a⟩, 2=⟨a⟩ and ⟨u⟩, 3=⟨u⟩

Figure 5. Past tense forms of *swing* in the CNG

Swang vs swung British grammars

Figure 6. Past tense forms of *swing* in British grammars in the CNG
uniformly allow variable past tense forms (coded by ‘2’; figure 10). Neither <a>-forms nor <u>-forms alone are prescribed in more than one case. The standardizing trend away from variation can therefore be attested for British grammars only.

Interestingly, it is with these forms that the preference for <a> is rationalized at least occasionally, and reasons are given why past tense forms in <a> should be preferred. Thus at the beginning of the century Crombie advises: ‘Respecting the preterites which have a or u, as slang, or slung, sank or sunk, it would be better, were the former only to be used, as the Preterite and Participle would thus be discriminated’ (Crombie 1809: 199). In very similar terms, Pinnock twenty years later reiterates: ‘When the past tense has a or u, as in sang or sung, sprang or sprung, sank or sunk, span or spun, it is preferable to use the a only as the imperfect, that it may be more readily distinguished from the perfect participle’ (Pinnock 1829: 161). I will come back to these purported reasons in section 4 below.

In a third group of verbs, we can observe only minimal chronological development over the nineteenth century. The verbs sink, sling and spin show no clear diachronic trend in nineteenth-century grammars. Throughout the century, grammars agree on variable forms being acceptable, or prescribe the past tense in <u>. Only rather sporadically are forms in <a> prescribed. Overall, therefore, the regression line is almost level, indicating that variable forms are still favoured over the other options towards the end of the century. This is all the more striking as the past tense of slink and spin is today always found with <u>, whereas the past tense of sink is generally formed with <a>, although some variability is acknowledged.6 These three verbs are

---

6 I here refer to the same set of advanced learner’s dictionaries as in table 1.
Past tense *rang* vs *rung*

1 = <a>, 2 = <a> and <u>, 3 = <u>

Figure 8. Past tense of *ring* in the CNG

*Rang* vs *rung* British grammars

Figure 9. Past tense of *ring* in British grammars in the CNG
by no means a homogeneous group today, but the development that has led to the present situation must have set in later than the nineteenth century, or at least after the period covered by the CNG at present, i.e. after 1870.

In most of the other verbs, however, we can clearly see a development towards less variation; in a significant number of cases, the conflict around variable forms, permitted throughout the nineteenth century, is resolved in favour of forms in \(<a>\) towards the end of the century. British sources seem to be more prescriptive, and rationalize their preference of forms in \(<a>\) with quasi-functional arguments (i.e. supporting the distinctiveness of simple past and past participle forms). American grammars as a whole favour forms in \(<u>\) more widely, and often allow both forms in \(<a>\) and in \(<u>\) without expressing preferences.

As mentioned above, it remains to be investigated what the actual historical development in past tense forms in spoken language was. At the present moment, it is impossible to tell whether this difference in the grammars relates to real-world differences between the two countries, and it is too early to say which of the two countries, and the two national systems, was more progressive, which was more conservative than the other.

4 Norm constitution

The subject of norm constitution in Britain especially over the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries will still have to be dealt with in detail – as the Milroys note, ‘[prescription] has not been fully studied as an important sociolinguistic phenomenon’ (Milroy & Milroy 1999), but for a start it has to be noted here that the situation in Britain was clearly quite

---

7 How the standards for pronunciation were set is treated in Mugglestone (2003); comparatively less has been written on morphology and syntax, but see the work of James Milroy (2002, 2006).
different from other European countries. On the one hand, despite intensive lobbying by writers like Jonathan Swift in the early eighteenth century, the British government never founded a language academy – much in contrast to a country like France and its Académie française (nor is there an American equivalent). For English, therefore, there is no officially endorsed highest authority on language that would prescribe explicit norms. Much in contrast to Germany, which also does not have a language academy, Britain does not have a ‘self-appointed’ highest guardian of the language either. In Germany, the Duden publishing house has long taken on this function and has prescribed ‘correct’ pronunciation and orthography as well as grammar, starting in 1880 with the first publication of an orthographic dictionary implementing the new Prussian school orthography (set by the Prussian minister for schools in a conference in 1874). To this day, the Duden is the acknowledged authority on doubtful questions of language use.8 No such self-proclaimed institution exists in Britain, perhaps with the exception of Fowler’s Modern English Usage (first published 1926). Nevertheless, by all measures that are usually employed ‘standard English’ clearly does exist: apart from a wealth of publications dealing with the standard (dictionaries, self-help books, grammars aimed at native speakers), we can observe the existence of strong norms in speakers’ intuitions of what constitutes ‘good’, ‘proper’ or ‘correct’ English, and the investigation of past tense forms above can show us how these norms came into existence and were solidified over the course of the nineteenth century.

As the Milroys point out, ‘the process of language standardisation involves the suppression of optional variability in language’ (Milroy & Milroy 1999: 6, original emphasis). This is probably only one of several more general principles we can observe during the process of standardization (for more details, cf. the principles enumerated by Stein 1998, also loosely based on Milroy & Milroy 1999), but it is one principle that is clearly observable in the treatment of at least some variable verb forms by nineteenth-century grammars under investigation here. As we have seen, in many cases, the regression line slopes downward, away from variation. With the help of simple statistical techniques, we have been able to make this process of standardization visible. In these cases, the trend clearly goes towards past tense forms in <a>, setting up three-part paradigms that make past tense and past participle as different from each other as possible.

It is quite likely that the underlying model here was Latin, which has distinct past tense and past participle forms. This development would be in line with Stein’s principle 2a: ‘(2) external principles determin[ing] the banning of types of forms NOT accepted into W[ritten] S[standard] . . . may be of two basic types: (a) an ideology of language based on presumed Latin models and its “logic” . . . (b) factors derived from the ideology of essayist literacy’ (Stein 1998: 38). In this sense we can say that nineteenth-century grammarians’ choice of drink – drank – drunk over drink – drunk – drunk is ideologically (rather than functionally) motivated – this ideology need not be made

---

8 Today, the publishers also offer a phone advice service, and some of the frequently asked questions are published on the internet: www.duden.de/deutsche_sprache/sprachberatung/faq.php.
explicit, but can be transported through the medium of second-rate grammar books, where authors tended to copy from each other profusely without acknowledgement (see Görlach 1998; Rodríguez-Gil & Yáñez-Bouza forthcoming). In this manner, an implicitly agreed dictum can make it into schools, academies and private tutoring, evolving into ‘polite usage’ or ‘received wisdom’ from there.

5 Present-day persistence

Despite clear norms today (anyone can look up a verb in a dictionary and find out the ‘correct’ past tense form), we have seen that at least for traditional dialect speakers, variation persists. For younger urban speakers, we can compare figures from FRED presented in section 2.2 above with more recent data from COLT, the *Corpus of London Teenage Speech*. COLT was compiled in 1993 by a research team from Bergen, Norway, and records everyday spontaneous speech of teenagers from various London boroughs and Hertfordshire. Speakers are divided into three social groups, higher, middle and lower (for details, see Stenström, Andersen & Hasund 2002: 20).

In data from COLT, the new Bybee verbs also occur, but comparatively infrequently. (COLT contains only roughly half a million words, whereas FRED is almost five times as large.) For this reason, it does not make much sense to look at the verbs individually; in almost all cases, occurrences are below five in the subcategories, and only five verbs occur in the past tense at all (in either the standard or the non-standard form); these are *begin*, *drink*, *ring*, *stink* and *sing*. When we add all five verbs, however, the social patterning for the new Bybee verbs becomes nicely apparent, as table 4 shows.

While the average of 36.7 per cent seems considerably lower than the relative frequency for the Bybee verbs in FRED, this average clearly masks social differences. All FRED informants belong to the lower social groups and should thus be compared only to social group 3 in COLT. Indeed, frequencies for the lower social group (group 3) of 66.7 per cent look very similar to the data from FRED, and in fact the difference is not statistically significant.9

In the data from COLT we can also clearly see that although this non-standard feature is sharply stratified, the break point is not between social groups 2 and 3, as for many non-standard features, but between the highest social group, where we find non-standard Bybee verbs at a very low rate, and social group 2, where non-standard

---

Table 4. ‘New’ Bybee verbs in COLT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social group 1 (higher)</th>
<th>StE form</th>
<th>sum</th>
<th>% nStE form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13 7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social group 2 (middle)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5 40.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social group 3 (lower)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12 66.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>30 Ø 36.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

9 Calculated for a $2 \times 2$ table with df = 1.
Bybee verbs are also extremely frequent at around 40 per cent. In other words, we can see that non-standard Bybee verbs are still a very prominent feature of non-standard speech today, and that they seem to have gained social ground, having become a frequent feature also of middle-class speech (at least in the restricted sample of London teenagers in the 1990s). Bybee verbs thus do not seem to have lost any of their attraction for other verbs; quite the opposite, apart from historically, they also seem to be spreading socially today. The question remains, why?

6 Functional explanation

6.1 Language-internal naturalness

Wolfgang Wurzel (1984, 1987, 1990a, b, 2000) has developed a systematic account of inflectional systems that allows the analyst to compare linguistic forms in one language and to determine which of two (or more) forms can be said to be more ‘natural’ than the other. In order to do so, Wurzel claims that every inflectional system of a language can be characterized along the following parameters:

(a) the inventory of category structures and categories (e.g. number: singular, plural, dual; case: nominative, genitive, accusative, dative, instrumental, vocative, etc.)
(b) base form vs stem inflection (cf. English friend – friends vs Latin amicus – amicus)
(c) separate or combined symbolization of categories (cf. Swedish kapten-er-s ‘captain’+plural+genitive vs Russian kapitan-ov ‘captain’+genitive plural)
(d) number (and manner) of formal distinctions in the paradigm (Old High German NSg = ASg ≠ GSg ≠ DSg)
(e) types of markers involved (e.g. affixes vs ablaut)
(f) existence of inflectional classes (German: yes, Turkish: no)

An inventory of the inflectional system along these parameters determines the characteristic (‘system-defining’) structural properties which are dominant in the system. Inflectional classes that conform to these properties constitute dominant classes, which is reflected in their type frequency. Individual words can then be analysed as being more or less ‘natural’ or ‘normal’ with respect to these dominant features when we determine whether they conform to these features or not. Wurzel claims that inflectional classes (in those languages that have them) are cognitively real; they are functionally motivated since they aid the language user’s task of storing and retrieving linguistic forms. The existence of these inflectional classes can be observed in particular during the incorporation of loanwords, or more generally during periods of language change.

6.2 Present-day verb classes

Although Wurzel has mainly worked on German noun classes, we can quite easily extend his framework to English verbs. Along his six parameters, present-day English verbs can be characterized by the fact that present and past tenses are expressed morphologically; a range of other tenses are expressed periphrastically with the help of
Most English verbs are regular, forming the past tense and the past participle with the suffix -ed, but a sizeable number of verbs have remained strong or indeed become irregular through a number of phonological changes, amongst other things also employing ablaut or vowel change to indicate tense. Formal distinctions in the irregular verbs range from three (all forms are distinct) to one (all forms are the same). It has to be noted that, as is usual in these cases, a low type frequency (of around 160 irregular verbs, as opposed to several thousands of regular verbs) goes hand in hand with a very high token frequency – although text counts vary, English irregular verbs today make up between 70 and 75 per cent of verbal tokens in running text, especially in spontaneous spoken discourse (see e.g. Dahl 2004: 300–1; Pinker 1999: 227).

While the regular verbs form one large verbal class that cannot be distinguished further, the present-day English irregular verbs can be grouped into five classes on the basis of the three ‘principal forms’, i.e. infinitive, past tense, and past participle (abbreviated PRESENT, PAST and PAST PARTICIPLE here respectively). If one considers quite abstractly whether these three forms are identical or non-identical for each given verb, five logical possibilities obtain, all of which are in fact attested in English:

Class 1 PRESENT \(\neq\) PAST \(\neq\) PAST PARTICIPLE (e.g. drink – drank – drunk)
Class 2 PRESENT \(\neq\) PAST = PAST PARTICIPLE (e.g. cling – clung – clung)
Class 3 PRESENT = PAST PARTICIPLE \(\neq\) PAST (e.g. come – came – come)
Class 4 PRESENT = PAST \(\neq\) PAST PARTICIPLE (e.g. beat – beat – beaten)
Class 5 PRESENT = PAST = PAST PARTICIPLE (e.g. hit – hit – hit)

As also all regular verbs follow the abstract pattern of class 2 (PRESENT \(\neq\) PAST = PAST PARTICIPLE), it is clear already intuitively that this pattern constitutes the dominant pattern for verbs, and in fact the majority of irregular verbs belong to this verb class. Clearly, an English verb following the pattern PRESENT \(\neq\) PAST \(\neq\) PAST PARTICIPLE with three distinct forms is less ‘natural’ in this technical sense than a verb following the dominant pattern PRESENT \(\neq\) PAST = PAST PARTICIPLE.

This claim might at first glance seem counterintuitive. Surely the more distinctions, the better? And indeed Mayerthaler (1987: 49) for one would argue that very generally, a separate symbolization of discrete categories should always constitute a more natural system cross-linguistically (following the well-known ideal of uniformity, or biuniqueness: one function – one form). However, we can easily show that for English

10 There is an enormous amount of work done on the analysis of the English tense system. For the purposes of this article, which will only discuss the morphological expression of the category PAST, we need not go into the discussion of whether the future is a tense, the status of the perfect or the grammaticalization of the progressive. The reader is referred to König (1995) and Kortmann (1991, 1995) for an overview.

11 Counts vary from ‘250 or so’ (Quirk, Greenbaum, Leech & Svartvik 1985: 104), exactly 176 (Huddleston & Pullum et al. 2002: 1608–9), ‘150 or so’ (Carstairs-McCarthy 2002: 40) to just 68 strong verbs (Stockwell & Minkova 2001: 130) in English today. By my count, 167 English verbs do not form past tense and past participle by adding -ed and are therefore irregular in synchronic terms.
verbs, this claim cannot be supported. Consider the fact that practically every new
verb that enters the language joins the class of regular verbs. This makes the class
of regular verbs potentially infinite. Even if we do not take into consideration all
potentially new verbs, it can easily be calculated that the group of regular verbs that
already exist exceeds the group of all irregular verbs by a factor of at least 30:1 at a
conservative estimate. Several thousands of regular verbs, in other words, are used by
speakers and understood by hearers, although they do not make a formal distinction
between past tense and past participle. This is already a very strong indication that a
formal distinction into three forms is not cognitively necessary for speakers of English.

Even if we only consider the type frequencies of irregular verbs, verb class 2
dominates. Of 167 irregular verbs in my count (see Anderwald 2009: 198–204 for a
detailed breakdown), 81 verbs (or 48 per cent) belong to verb class 2, 59 verbs (or 35
per cent) belong to verb class 1. Whichever way we count, then, we arrive at verb class
2 as the largest, and therefore the most natural, class of verbs – for Present-day English.
This does not imply that any lack of formal distinctions makes a verb class more natural
(clearly class 5 is not a dominant class). It only implies that the 3-way distinction found
only in class 1 is not essential to communication. And indeed, the verbal categories
expressed with the help of the past participle are periphrastic in all cases, so that a
redundant marking (by the auxiliary and morphologically on the verb) is not essential
for understanding. Thus, the perfect is obligatorily marked by a form of have, the
passive by a form of be today. (Consider I found vs I have found, he was found or he
said vs he had said, it was said – see Anderwald 2009: chapter 1 for a fuller discussion.)
What seems to be cognitively important, and what is preserved by most irregular as
well as by all regular verbs, is the morphological distinction of past vs non-past. Again,
this makes cognitive sense, as the (simple) present and past tenses in English are the
only tenses that are formed purely morphologically (I find – I found, we say – we said).

6.3 Analysing Bybee verbs

With the apparatus in hand provided by Wurzel, we can now proceed to analyse
the robust persistence of non-standard Bybee verbs, despite pressure from openly
prescriptive or implicit norms. A large subclass of fourteen class 2 verbs, namely the
group of Bybee verbs like cling – clung – clung, are ordered around the prototypical
past tense form strung, as Bybee and co-authors have shown (see Bybee & Slobin
1982; Bybee & Moder 1983; Bybee 1985, 1995), forming their past tense as well as
their past participle with <u>, prototypically pronounced /Ø/ in the south of England
and /u/ in the north.13 The complete template for the past tense forms is given in (7).14

12 Incidentally, this discrepancy between proposed universal principles of naturalness and the observable facts of
individual languages has led Wurzel to develop his system of language-dependent naturalness principles in the
first place.
13 In addition, there are some intermediate, especially ‘fudged’ forms between these extremes (Chambers &
Trudgill 1998: 110–13). This does not affect my argument.
14 Taken from Bybee (1995: 431).
(7) \[C (C) (C) \& \text{velar/nasal}]_{\text{past}}

This template can be regarded as a marker of this verbal subclass in Wurzel’s sense. As this marker is extra-morphologically motivated (namely through its phonological shape), the marker is stable, conferring its stability on the verbal (sub)class. The class of Bybee verbs is thus stable through having this stable marker, in addition to following the dominant pattern $\text{present} \neq \text{past} = \text{past participle}$.

6.4 Historical attractor

These Bybee verbs have attracted a number of different verbs historically; of the list in section 1, six verbs either did not exist in Old English or were conjugated differently: *dig*, *fling*, *hang*, *stick*, *strike* and *string*. *Strike*, for example, was an Old English class I verb which switched verb classes during Middle English; *dig*, *fling* and *string* only entered the English language in Middle English times and became irregular – unusual for loanwords; *hang* goes back – among other things – to an Old English weak verb that became strong between the thirteenth and fifteenth centuries, and *stick* was also an Old English weak verb (for individual histories see the *OED* s.vv. *dig*, *fling*, *hang*, *stick*, *strike*, *string*). These Bybee verbs thus acted as a powerful attractor already in earlier times.

6.5 Current attractor

The stable subclass of Bybee verbs, as we have seen, even now still acts as an attractor for the slightly smaller subclass of nine class 1 verbs around *drink*, which have fluctuated historically between past tense forms in $<\text{a}>$ and $<\text{u}>$. By joining the verbs around *strung*, these nine new Bybee verbs become more natural in Wurzel’s sense: their overall pattern conforms to the system-defining property $\text{present} \neq \text{past} = \text{past participle}$ in not distinguishing past tense and past participle forms, and in addition the stable marker $[C (C) (C) \& \text{velar/nasal}]_{\text{past}}$ spreads to more verbs (23 instead of 14), in turn further increasing the stability of this sub-class of verbs. It should therefore not be surprising if other verbs followed suit, and indeed this is what we observe with non-standard past tense forms like *run* and *come*, which also follow this pattern. The only new irregular verbs that are forming today, i.e. non-standard forms like *drug* or *snuck* (instead of standard English *dragged* or *sneaked*) that can be observed in American English, also conform to this pattern (see Hogg 1988; Murray 1998).

7 Conclusion

We have seen that traditional dialect speakers as well as urban vernacular speakers of British English tend to prefer past tense forms like *drunk*, *sung* over the standard *drank*, *sang*. The analysis has shown that the existence of these alternative (non-standard) forms can be traced back historically to Old English. However, this historical continuity alone does not explain their continuing success. Instead, their enormous stability seems
to be due to the fact that they can be functionally motivated. In the sense of Wurzel (1984, 1987), they are more ‘natural’ than their standard English counterparts drank, sang, since they conform to the system-defining structural properties of English, thus easing the cognitive load of the language learner (and language user). The question therefore is not why speakers tend to use drink – drunk – drunk rather than drink – drank – drunk, but what motivated grammarians to prescribe distinct forms for past tense and past participle in the standard for these verbs? As our analysis of nineteenth-century grammars has shown, variation in these verbal forms as such is eradicated over this period, in line with the Milroys’ and Stein’s principle of ‘no variation’ (Milroy & Milroy 1999; Stein 1998).15 In addition, Latin as the implicit model and the paragon of logic can be traced in some grammarians’ explicit comments on the preferability of distinct past tense and past participle forms, although this distinction is functionally redundant (and is indeed an instance of what Dahl calls ‘dumb’ redundancy; see Dahl 2004).

Answering the questions from the beginning, we have seen that a general consensus exists about what constitutes ‘correct’ past tense forms in English, at least parts of which can be shown to have evolved over the course of the nineteenth century. These norms do indeed change over time, as an investigation of nineteenth-century grammars has illustrated. Speakers, however, do not necessarily follow these explicit norms, as the corpus analysis has demonstrated. At least some non-standard forms like past tense drunk or sung that are highly frequent can be functionally motivated, which may explain their robustness in the face of strong norms.
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Appendix: list of all historical grammars included in this study

Titles have been shortened. Years in brackets give the first edition or, where not available, the earliest edition known. For additional details see Görlach (1998) and Rodríguez-Gil & Yáñez-Bouza (ECEG) (forthcoming).


15 This principle is not only observable historically across languages but seems to be a guiding principle of the present-day complaint tradition too – Arnold Zwicky has called it the principle of ‘One Right Way’ in his blog (http://arnoldzwicky.wordpress.com/2009/06/28/one-right-way). I would like to thank David Denison for pointing this term out to me.
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